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Professional paper
This study is a part of a refurbishment project, which renews the hydro-mechanical speed governor of a hydroelectric power plant (HEPP) with a new
digital one. Based on the previous study of the project, which covers the validation of the HEPP model, the simulation studies implemented in
Matlab/Simulink environment are conducted to design the best controller philosophy for the digital speed governor controller. In order to be able to give
satisfactory response to the load frequency control of the power system, the speed governor should respond to the set point changes as quickly as possible
within the safe margins. In order to compensate unsatisfactory performance indices of conventional proportional-integral (PI) controller, a new controller
based on the differential flatness theory is designed. The new controller is constructed by adding on a flatness-based feed forward part to the existing PI
feedback controller, which results in improved performance compared to the conventional PI controller.
Keywords: flatness-based controller; hydroelectric power plant modelling; load frequency control; speed governor

Pristup reguliranju ravnomjernosti s unaprijednom spregom sustava regulatora brzine hidroelektrana zasnovan na nelinearnom modelu
Stručni članak
Ovo istraživanje je dio projekta sanacije kojim se hidro-mehanički regulator brzine hidroelektrane (HEPP) zamjenjuje s novim, digitalnim. Na temelju
ranijeg istraživanja procjene HEPP modela, simulacijska istraživanja u Matlab/Simulink okruženju provedena su u svrhu razvijanja najbolje filozofije za
proizvodnju digitalnog regulatora brzine. Kako bi se moglo ponuditi odgovarajuće rješenje za reguliranje učestalosti punjenja energetskog sustava,
regulator brzine bi u okviru dopuštenih granica trebao što brže reagirati na zadane promjene. U svrhu kompenzacije pokazatelja nezadovoljavajuće
performanse uobičajenog proporcionalno-integralnog (PI) regulatora, konstruiran je novi regulator zasnovan na teoriji diferencijalne ravnomjernosti. Novi
je regulator konstruiran dodavanjem postojećem PI regulatoru povratne sprege na ravnomjernosti zasnovan dio unaprijedne sprege. Rezultat je bolji rad
nego s konvencionalnim PI regulatorom.
Ključne riječi: modeliranje hidroelektrane; regulator brzine; regulator brzine punjenja; regulator zasnovan na ravnomjernosti
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Introduction

The balance between the generation and the
consumption of the power is a critical issue in a power
system and HEPPs, similar to other generation plants,
which has an important role in providing the active and
reactive power balance by participating to load frequency
control of the power system. The load frequency control
of the power system consists of a sequence of several
control loops: primary, secondary and tertiary control.
In the case of any disturbance in the power system,
initially the primary control loop gives the response and
tries to keep the system frequency between the predetermined levels. By the help of the primary control loop
the deviation in the frequency is stopped and is brought to
the nominal level. In order to keep the frequency in the
nominal level after the primary control loop response the
secondary and tertiary control responses should be
activated.
The generation in large interconnected systems,
comprised of several areas, is constituted of thermal,
nuclear, hydro and gas power plants. The gas power
plants give the best responses to the deviation in the load
demands and meet the peak demands, due to not being
prevalent in the system cannot participate to the load
frequency control of the system. The nuclear plants are
loaded at their base levels to get the maximum efficiency
and are not included in the load frequency control.
Because of these reasons the automatic generation control
(AGC), which controls the power transmissions between
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the areas of the interconnected system, is implemented
over thermal and hydro power plants.
The system operators consider the generation rate
constraints (GRC) of the units while generating the AGC
signals. While the GRC of a typical thermal power plant
is about 3%/min due to the mechanical and thermal
stresses, this value reaches 270%/min for loading and
360%/min for load shedding in hydro power plants.
Through these reasons HEPPs requires high
availability for power system quality. Refurbishment
projects on aged HEPPs, which consist of renewing the
hydro-mechanical speed governors by a digital one, are
implemented in order to increase the uptime of the plant
by improving the control systems quality and availability.
A mathematical model of the power plant and the control
system requires to be simulated before the actual
implementation of the new digital speed governor on site,
in order not to cause unintended outages, to avoid
unexpected controller behaviour causing water hammer
effect, which is investigated in study [1] in which the
pipelines of the closed conduits are modelled by using the
energy approach, or runaway of the turbine, to test special
modes of the controller such as isolated speed-control
mode.
In order to study the hydraulic transients in
hydroelectric power plants, in study [2] the plant is
modelled using the equivalent electrical circuit of the pipe
elements including inductance, resistance and capacitance
by using the fundamental equations of motion and
continuity. In [3], to investigate the effects of the
frequency changes during the transient cases a hydro
1635
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turbine model is used together with a frequency
dependent synchronous generator model, induction
machine model, excitation and voltage regulator system
models; and the overall system model is validated through
the field test measurements, including generator load start
up and load rejection cases. Several models are studied in
[4] and while constructing the non-linear models, the
travelling wave effect is included and various cases
derived, either the surge tank is integrated or not and the
elastic or inelastic water column included. To determine
in which cases the surge tank should be included to the
model, simulations for the transient conditions are
implemented. Beside these investigations a hydroelectric
power plant with more than one unit sharing a common
penstock is also modelled and the effects of the turbines
to each other are also investigated.
The leakage problem of the wicket gates, which
causes the turbine to rotate at a speed higher than the
rated value, is achieved by a discreet PI controller in [5].
The comparison between the conventional controller and
the new digital controller of a Kaplan turbine is
performed in study [6]; the new controller controls the
servomotors of the turbine according to the real time
measurements of deviation in speed, net head, wicket gate
opening, runner blade position, and terminal voltage and
current of the excitation system. The over speed control of
a Pelton turbine deflector is investigated in study [7]. The
PID feedback controller is replaced with a lower gain PI
feedback controller and an adaptive feed forward
controller which is activated according to the frequency
and acceleration threshold values.
The flatness theory helps to control nonlinear systems
effectively, namely if a nonlinear system is flat then the
whole system can be characterised by the derivatives of
the flat output which prevents from linearization of the
system. In addition to this, the trajectory filter used to
trace the target output provides smooth transients between
the equilibrium points which improve the transient
response of the system.
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Flatness based control of the trajectory of a voltage
source converter is compared with the traditional PI
feedback controller in study [8]. By this approach the
non-linear model is directly implemented instead of a
linear approximation. The disturbances, model errors and
tracking errors are compensated by an additional closed
loop control. The flatness approach is used in the open
loop control of the system and this control balances the
system between two equilibrium points and thanks to the
flatness based controller, the transition between the
equilibriums is performed faster and smoother with less
oscillation and overshoot. The control of an automotive
solenoid valve which is used for the gas exchange in
combustion engines is investigated in study [9] and
flatness based feedback control is compared with a PI
controller. As a result of the study the flatness based
control presents a robust performance though it is
activated later in the valve motion than PI controller, the
reference velocity of the armature is being followed with
a smaller error with the flatness based controller than the
PI controller. The conventional PI controller of the
intermediate DC-bus voltage of an AC/DC converter is
replaced with a flatness based controller of the power
factor correction stage of a AC/DC boost converter in
study [10], resulting with a faster response at the
regulation of the output voltage and a higher duty ratio of
the full bridge converter. The static feed forward part of
the conventional PI controller is replaced with a dynamic
feed forward control based on differential flatness theory
in the control of a pumped storage power plant in study
[11] resulting with the critical oscillations on pressure
being prevented.
The study is organised as follows: The system model
of the HEPP and the validation of it is given in Section 2.
Then, the structures of the compared controllers are
explained in Section 3. Subsequently in Section 4, the
results of the simulation implemented in Matlab/Simulink
environment are compared. Finally, the conclusion of the
research is summarised in Section 5.
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Figure 1 Main Components of Closed Conduit of Kadincik II HEPP
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System model

The main components of the closed conduit of
Kadincik II HEPP, consists of a single 56 MW Francis
turbine shown in Fig. 1.
The system model of the power plant is built based on
the equations of tunnel, penstock and surge tank dynamics
together with the rotor dynamics and the validation of the
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model (Fig. 2, Fig. 3) is done through the field test
measurements [12].
The dynamics of a typical HEPP can be expressed by

dU tu H − H s − H l2
=
,
dt
TWS

(1)

H l2 = f 2 ⋅ U tu2 ,

(2)
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dH s U tu − U tr
=
,
dt
Cs

(3)

dH tr H s − H tr − H l
=
,
dt
TWP

(4)

H l = f1 ⋅ U tr2 ,

(5)

U tr = G ⋅ H tr ,

(6)

Pelec ≈ Pmech = H tr ⋅ (U tr − U NL ),

(7)

vanes positions are controlled by regulating the input of
the proportional valve.

where: Utu - velocity of water in tunnel (pu); H - reservoir
level (pu); Hs - surge tank level (pu); Hl2 - loss in tunnel
(pu); TWS - water starting time of tunnel (s); f2 - head loss
coefficient of tunnel (pu); Utr - velocity of water in
turbine (pu); Cs - storage constant of surge tank (s); TWP water starting time of penstock (s); Htr - turbine level
(pu); Hl - loss in penstock (pu); f1 - head loss coefficient
of penstock (pu); G - guide vane opening (pu); A efficiency of turbine.
The water starting time of the related conduit
represents the time required to accelerate the flow from
zero to rated flow under nominal base [13], and the
storage constant of surge tank depends on the area of the
surge tank and the nominal base/flow ratio.
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Figure 5 Turbine speed and active power graphs under normal operating
conditions

Figure 2 Block diagram of Eqs. (1) ÷ (3)
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Because of the old technology built in the plant for
measuring the active power, voltage transducers are used
during the field test to obtain signal levels convenient for
today’s technology, the inadequate accuracy of the
transducer caused small vibrations at the active power
measurements (Fig. 2, Fig. 3).
3

Control system

The control of the generated active power of the plant
is achieved by the guide vane opening which regulates the
water flow into the turbine. The output of the controller is
used to adjust the guide vane position via a regulation
ring. The servomotors coupled to the regulation ring are
driven by a proportional valve. The position of the valve,
thus the servomotor, the regulation ring and the guide
Tehnički vjesnik 24, 5(2017), 1635-1640

Figure 6 Turbine speed and active power graphs at load rejection while
the unit is loaded at 50% of its MVA rating

3.1 PI controller
In order to determine the parameters of the PI
controller (Fig. 4), namely the proportional gain Kp and
integral time Ti, the closed-loop method of Ziegler–
Nichols Rules is implemented. A step change is applied
for different proportional gains. The critical gain, Kcr,
1637
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which causes sustained oscillations at the output firsttime, and the corresponding period, Pcr, are determined
[14].
y

+-

PI

Plant

Active
Power

Figure 7 PI Controller structure

After determining the critical gain and critical period,
corresponding proportional and integral gains are
calculated using formulas in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), resulting
in Kp = 0,01 and Ti = 0,0385.

Ti =

(8)

1
Pcr .
1,2

(9)

3.2 Flatness based feed forward controller
Differential flatness theory can be used while
representing the non-linear systems in terms of the state
variables and its derivatives with respect to time. A
system is said to be differentially flat if and only if all of
the state variables and the control input of the system can
be expressed in terms of a flat output and its derivatives.
Actual Value
y0=P0

P  Utr  Utu

P  Utr  Utu

zT=Utu,T

G=

U tr
H s − f1 ⋅ U tr2 − TWP ⋅ U tr

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

.

In order to achieve an improved performance on
tracking the set point changes, an additional feed forward
loop is integrated to the existing PI controller. In the new
structure of the controller (Fig. 5), the feedback PI part
will help to the stability of the system.
The trajectory function of the flat output is formed by
the active power set point change of the system from the
initial value y0 = P0 to final value yT = PT. The
corresponding flat output values are calculated by taking
into account the initial conditions of the system and the
differentiability of the flat output. This means that the
derivatives of the flat output equal to zero at equilibrium
points, y0 = P0 and yT = PT.

Feedforward
Control

z0=Utu,0

Trajectory Filter
yT=PT

All of the state variables of the system given through
the Eqs. (1) ÷ (7) can also be written in terms of the water
flow in tunnel and its derivatives, which makes this
variable the flat output of the system.

U tu = z ,
H s = H − H l2 − TWS ⋅ z,
U tr = z + 2 ⋅ Cs ⋅ f 2 ⋅ z ⋅ z + TWS ⋅ C s ⋅ z,

error

K p = 0 ,45 K cr ,
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Figure 8 Flatness-based feed forward controller structure

Figure 9 The trajectory function of the flat output with corresponding feed-forward loop output and setpoint to the PI controller

The trajectory function of the flat output, which is the
key point, is designed to be as smooth as possible so as
not to cause hydro-mechanical problems in the closed
conduit of the plant due to the non-minimum phase nature
of the system. So the gradient of the setpoint change
should be kept in limit values.
1638

After obtaining the trajectory function of the flat
output, z*(t), the output of the feed-forward loop and the
set point, will be used as the input to the PI controller
(Fig. 6) is calculated by the Eqs. (10) ÷ (13).
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Comparison of results

In order to compare the behaviour of the controllers
(Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) same step change is applied to the
input of the models, namely from 0,32 pu active power
output to 0,60 pu active power output.
In Fig. 7 the actual set point change is shown together
with the related PI controller response. Also the reference
generator output, which is the set point of PI feedback
loop calculated according to the step change, of the feed

forward controller and the corresponding Flatness-based
feed forward controller response is shown.
The Flatness-based feed forward controller shows
better performance than the PI controller. The rise time of
the system is improved by 34,9%, the settling time by
18,12% and the delay time by 7,13%. Beside these, the
inverse response of the system, caused by the dynamic
response of the system against the step changes, is
improved by 18,27%.

Figure 10 Controller responses to the step change at the set point
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Conclusion

The mechanical speed governor of an aged HEPP will
be refurbished with a new digital one and the controller of
the speed governor will be designed. In order to determine
the best controller for the plant the system model is
constructed and simulation studies are implemented in
Matlab/Simulink environment. The conventional PI
controller is compared with a two degree controller
structure which consists of a flatness-based feed forward
part and a PI feedback loop. The latter controller resulted
in better performance than the PI controller in rise time,
settling time and delay time as well as undershoots of the
system.
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